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Best price for son of Chacco-Blue 

Westphalian show jumping foals still very popular 
 

Münster: The success of the Westfälisches Pferdestammbuch e.V. at the online auctions continues. 
The foals with a pedigree predispositioned for jumping were very popular this evening. The 
customers invested a remarkable 11,844 Euros on average in the 16 foals sold. Especially 
remarkable is the large share of foreign bidders. Over one half of the foals were sold abroad. The 
Chacco-Blue son Chacon vom Breitenloh galloped to the top price and was sold of 34,000 Euros. 
 
The pedigree could hardly be more interesting for a foal with a pedigree predispositioned for 
jumping. A direct descendant of Chacco-Blue, who died far too early, stepped to the top price. The 
price for the bay colt has been rising since the online auction began last Thursday. Chacon vom 
Breitenloh (breeder and exhibitor: Luc J.J. Poels, Rippershausen) is the first foal of his dam Cilvia Z by 
Clinton. Her dam Verb.Pr.St. Parodie by Pilot gave birth to 21 foals. Six of them are successful in 
jumping classes up to advanced level. With the number one this stallion prospect opened the 
auction. Only shortly after the start of the bid-up he changed into the hands of good customers from 
Bavaria for 34,000 Euros.  
 
The head number 10 Dow Jones was also knocked down at a top price. The son of Dominator Z 
(breeder and exhibitor: Wilhelm Meiering, Lübbecke) is out of the dam Cumana by Cumano, who is 
successful up to 1.60 m jumping classes. This colt was also popular with the customers. He changed 
hands for 25,000 Euros. Also with the most expensive filly, the importance of a successful dam line 
for our auction customers became clear once again. For 17,000 Euros, head number 8, Taylina, 
changed hands. The Tangelo van de Zuuthoeve/Cornet Obolensky daughter breeder and exhibitor: 
Jürgen Sudhölter, Bielefeld) was the most expensive filly in this auction lot. She combines 
performance blood par excellence. Her dam is the performance mare jumping Amity by Cornet 
Obolensky. This grey mare was successful in show jumping up to advanced level before she started 
her career as a broodmare. Under the saddle of Sarah Sudhölter she participated at the German 
Championships for show jumpers in Balve in 2012. Both foals were sold to two regular customers 
from North Rhine-Westphalia, who remain loyal to the Westfälisches Pferdestammbuch e.V. during 
the time of the online auctions. 
 
Three foals could not find a new owner. The 16 foals sold achieved an average price of 11,844 Euros. 
Five of the 16 foals were sold for more than 10.000 Euro. Remarkable at this online auction was the 
above average participation of foreign (new) customers. More than half of the foals sold will grow up 
outside of Germany. "With this auction we have already offered 110 foals for sale in 2020, of which 
we sold 96 via our online auctions. An extremely remarkable interim balance which I am very happy 
about! This requires good cooperation. Not only with our breeders and the team in the house. With 
Horse24.com we have found in Simon Kohlenbrenner a competent and reliable partner for all our 
online auctions, without whom our success would not be possible," auction and marketing manager 
Thomas Münch draws a satisfied interim balance. 
 



 
 
The online auction marathon of the Westphalian Stud Book continues. The next collection of jumping 
foals is already in the starting blocks. The lot consists of 17 foals with exquisite pedigrees from 
outstanding dam lines that are in no way inferior to the collection of this online auction. From July 1 
the collection with complete pedigrees, photos and videos will be available at 
onlineauction.westfalenpferde.de. The bidding starts on Thursday, July 2, at 9 am. The bidding of the 
foals starts again as usual on Monday evening, July 6, at 7.30 pm.  
 
The attached photo can be used free of charge in connection with this press release. Photo credits: 
Guido Recki. 
 
BU 1: The son of Chacco-Blue Chacon vom Breitenloh changed hands for 34,000 Euros. 


